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NEWSLETTER Q2 2021

The Whitman AIM Portfolio achieved an average return over 

the second quarter of 12.4%1 , versus 5.0%² for the benchmark 

(Numis Alternative Markers Total Return Index ex Investment 

Companies).

Economic and Market Commentary 
The strength of the UK market which we highlighted in the first 

quarter of this year continued into the second quarter. Again, 

smaller companies outperformed larger companies. There is no 

doubt that the Covid crisis has accelerated the pace of change in 

the goods and services we are all buying and smaller companies 

are well placed to benefit from this trend.

The wider economic picture continues to send mixed signals to 

equity markets. On the plus side consensus estimates are for the 

UK economy to rebound strongly over the next 18 months with 

GDP in 2022 forecast to rise by 7%3, the highest rate of growth 

among the world’s leading economies. On the downside there is 

the obvious prospect of less monetary and fiscal support as 

Governments and Central Banks look to reign back from the 

unprecedented support measures they have put in place since 

March 2020. In addition, the prospect of higher personal and 

corporate taxes which the UK Chancellor has signaled is 

another dampener on sentiment although this seems to be fully 

discounted in current markets.

Most importantly, investors continue to be fixated about 

whether current inflationary rises are transitory and if so for 

how long. There is clearly the possibility that upward pressure 

on prices persists and with that comes the prospect of the Bank 

of England raising interest rates earlier than the current 

consensus prediction of early 2023.

Set against these uncertainties and the obvious risks 

surrounding a further resurgence of the Covid pandemic comes 

the very real opportunities presented in the smaller companies’ 

asset class at the moment. We list below some of the more 

obvious reasons for our underlying confidence in the sector.

1. The Covid pandemic has served to increase the rate of change

and we are very active in playing themes such as digitisation,

working from home, home entertainment and more of use of

online marketplaces and e-commerce.

2. The increasing attention that pension funds, financial

intermediaries and influential individuals are giving to ESG

(Environmental, Social and Governance) issues are providing a

real head wind for many larger companies and a tailwind for

many smaller companies. It is very challenging for large energy,

building, property or industrial companies to pivot their

business model in the way that these investors are now

demanding. Smaller companies, often nimbler, can respond to

these pressures more easily.

3. The low interest rate environment continues to facilitate a

benign environment for the raising of seed capital and the

issuance of new shares. Historically larger companies have had 

a competitive advantage in raising money cheaply through the 

leverage of existing assets and cash flows - this relative 

advantage is far less obvious in the current low interest rate 

environment.

AIM Portfolio Stock Commentary

We were relatively active in the portfolio over the period. We 

sold out of our investment in Ergomed on valuation grounds. 

We took profits in both the veterinary services provider CVS 

Group and the specialist asset manager Impax Asset 

Management. Both investments have performed very well over 

recent months, and we trimmed the positions to bring the 

weightings below 6% of the portfolio.

We bought a new position in Next Fifteen, the specialist digital 

communications and media company. The company’s focus 

on digital analytics and consultation mean it is well placed to 

benefit from the ongoing growth in digital media spend. The 

company aims to double sales over the next five years through 

organic growth and M&A which we see as a likely outcome.

We also topped up our investments in Keywords Studios and 

Frontier Developments. 

Augean, a company we recently invested in has a market 

leading position in land which has approval to be used for 

waste disposal from local authorities, confirmed that a 

Morgan Stanley infrastructure fund was looking to acquire 

the company. Morgan Stanley has until 19 August to make a 

formal bid. The shares responded well and rose 30%4.

The portfolio has a balanced exposure across various growth 

sectors. We have resisted the temptation to buy many of the 

recovery stocks which have exposure to the leisure and 

hospitality industry. While this led to some 

underperformance in the first part of the year, more recently 

it has been a contributor of outperformance. We continue to 

monitor each holding very closely and hopefully we will be 

back carrying out face-to-face due-diligence meetings and 

company visits very shortly.

Christopher Pease

Joshua Northrop

28 July 2021
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

DISCLAIMER

This document has been prepared by Whitman Asset Management. 

Whitman Asset Management Limited is authorised and regulated 

by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), registered number 916792. 

Whitman Asset Management Limited has its registered office at 

53 Davies Street, London W1K 5JH and is registered in England and 

Wales under company number: 11283688. All data has been sourced 

by Whitman Asset Management. This document is for information 

purposes only. It does not constitute investment advice, or an offer or 

solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument and 

should not be used as the basis of any investment decision. References 

to specific securities are included for the purposes of illustration only 

and should not be construed as a recommendation to buy or sell 

these securities or investment instruments. This document is intended 

for discussion purposes only and does not create any legally binding 

obligations on the part of Whitman Asset Management Limited. 

This document has no regard for the specific investment objectives, 

financial situation or needs or any specific investor. Although Whitman 

Asset Management Limited uses all reasonable skill and care in 

compiling this report and considers the information to be reliable, no 

warranty is given as to its accuracy or completeness. Opinions stated in 

this document are those of the author as of the date of publication and 

are subject to change without notice. Our opinions reflect our views at 

such time regarding market conditions and other factors, may depend 

upon assumptions or projections that may not prove to be correct, 

and are subject to change. We are under no obligation to update 

such information and no reliance should be placed on the statements 

made. Investors should conduct their own due diligence prior to 

making an investment. If investors are unsure as to the suitability of 

the investment they should seek independent professional advice 

prior to making an investment. Whitman Asset Management does not 

provide legal, accounting or taxation advice. You could lose all of your 

money invested in this product. This is a high risk investment and is 

much riskier than a savings account. 

Risk Warnings

GENERAL AIM RISK WARNING

An AIM Portfolio should be regarded as a higher risk, long-term 

investment, suitable only for investors with financial security that is 

independent to any investment being made under these Terms. We 

strongly recommend that you seek professional advice before you ask 

us to manage your AIM Portfolio for you. 

The investments that will be held in the AIM Portfolio are likely to 

be smaller UK companies. The AIM Portfolio should qualify for the 

maximum business relief after two years. Such investments will 

inevitably involve higher risk and may be difficult or even impossible 

to realise in a reasonable timescale or at an acceptable price. Investors 

and potential investors should be mindful of the need to appropriately 

diversify their assets and higher risk investments should not form a 

significant part of any portfolio. 

PAST PERFORMANCE WARNING

Past Performance is no guide to future performance and there is no 

guarantee that your AIM Portfolio’s objective will be achieved. We can 

make no guarantee of investment performance or the level of capital 

gains or income that will be generated by your AIM Portfolio. The value 

of Qualifying Investments and the income derived from them may go 

down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount invested. 

LIQUIDITY RISK WARNING

Please note that Qualifying Investments can carry a higher degree of 

risk than investing in more liquid shares of larger companies. The share 

prices of AIM listed investments are generally more volatile than larger 

market capitalisation shares listed on the London Stock Exchange 

main market. There may be a wide spread between buying and selling 

prices for AIM listed shares. If you have to sell these shares immediately 

you may not get back the full amount invested, due to the wide spread. 

The value of your investments may decline and there is a risk that this 

may outweigh any saving made regarding the IHT relief applicable to 

the AIM Portfolio. You should be aware that the Qualifying Investments 

in your AIM Portfolio may be classified under FCA Rules as ‘not readily 

realisable’ (these are investments in which the market is limited or 

could become so: they can be difficult to deal in or obtain reliable 

information about their value). 

TAX LEGISLATION WARNING

Rates of tax, tax benefits and allowances are based on current 

legislation and HMRC practice. These may change from time to time 

and are not guaranteed. Investment in the AIM Portfolio may not 

be suitable for all investors. You are recommended to seek specialist 

independent tax and financial advice before deciding to subscribe to 

the AIM Portfolio Service. This AIM Portfolio Service has been designed 

with UK resident taxpayers in mind. If you are not resident or ordinarily 

resident in the UK for tax purposes, it may not be appropriate or 

advantageous for you to subscribe to this AIM Portfolio Service. 

QUALIFYING INVESTMENTS WARNING

AIM Portfolio investments may cease to qualify for inheritance 

tax exemption. In this case, the relief available on that particular 

investment will be lost. In some instances, investments in particular 

companies will be sold if we believe that the investment rationale 

outweighs the tax. If the investments lose their qualifying status then 

investors may not receive any tax benefits at all from making such 

investments. Qualifying investment status is subject to change without 

notice and tax benefits are not guaranteed.
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